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An employee may view compensation as what is owed to him or her for work performed, while a manager
may view pay as an expense. If the contending offer is above the standard offer given by Google, then a
competitive offer will be conducted by a compensation analyst Gillett. The company recognises that if its
employees are satisfied with their working environment, they are likely to remain there. Forbes Magazine.
However, in order to be successful, compensation packages must align with business strategies. In , human
resource of Google settled up a private Google group to determine the reasons behind quitting the organization
by the employees. Google Human Resources performed a survey to determine what type of pay is preferred by
its employees such as base pay or bonuses. In addition, compensation and incentive programs, as well as legal
and voluntary benefits, will be also discussed and described that are offered by Google. Furthermore, an
executive compensation scheme must be sufficient to attract and retain the appropriate executive. In the recent
years, the company has started to look for other ways of giving bonuses to its employees. It is the element that
allows the company to attract and retain the human resources and the employee meet their material needs,
security and ego or status and varying compensation schemes acquire increasing importance in organizations.
First, it will describe the organization I chose for designating a compensation package. Hair salons with
cosmeticians and Barbers are readily available any clip an employee would wish a haircut at work. TARP was
created to assist these companies to ultimately allow them to survive and prevent massive job loss. As
discussed earlier, this method is not unique to Google. Submit an APA formatted research paper that addresses
the compensation and benefits at this organization. Compensation plan for executives is a result through a
committee and mainly depend on an extended term in fair compensation. In such companies, the employees do
not know what to do to earn higher rewards. Those benefits are based on the work of several people and
organizations in years past that fault to protect some basic and not so basic rights. However, many companies
lack clear policies on how to compute bonuses, and how to reward top performers. What is the role of
compensation and rewards in modern organization? Protection programs are another form of discretionary
benefit that Google offers in innovative and unprecedented ways. Describe how benefits are communicated to
employees. Whether shareholders should have a say on executive compensation is a controversial issue. They
are valuable programs and creating attraction process for most common compensation programs. It is
important to note that it is impossible to avoid employee attrition completely. Therefore, the company stays
consistent with the pay it proposes to someone if it is suitable. Google competes for talented people with other
players such as Apple, and Microsoft Manjoo. The first element of any compensation system is a salary.
Although the company values its employees and tries to create a healthy work environment, some articles say
Google Inc. To provide compensation and benefits, Google has established compensation committee within
the organization as part of human resource department that sets parameters for salary increase, bonuses and
stock awards. Many companies give bonuses when the profit margins improve. Taxation policy also affected
due to different structure for different nations. The hike in salary of all employees comes as a part of
competitive compensation plan of the company to reward best performer. Talented people tend to be risk
takers and a start up that recognises and rewards their talent can be a more appealing destination compared to
an established firm like Google. This strategy reduced the attrition rate of women employees to normal levels.
They offer transportation services in the bay area with Wi-Fi enable trollies that pick up employees to take to
work and drop them off at their residence after work is completed. Compensation includes all forms of pay
and rewards received by employees for the performance of their job. Google therefore decided to give them
more sway in the decisions regarding when and how to dispose their stocks. The chefs generate a wide
assortment of healthy and wonderful meals on a daily basis.


